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We are able to find the answers to many of the questions we wonder.
Some of the questions we wonder, however, seem to be unanswerable for
us. Let us start by drawing a distinction between two kinds of apparent
unanswerability.
Some questions seem unanswerable because there are too many possible
answers that we cannot rule out. How long will humanity continue to
exist? A billion years? A million? A thousand? Less? I wonder. But it’s
not something I have any hope of finding out, unless the apocalypse comes
rather soon.
Other questions seem unanswerable because we cannot come up with
any possible answer that isn’t ruled out. Many philosophical questions are
like this. Is the liar sentence true? Neither answer I can think of can be right.
Why is there anything at all (including facts)? Every potential answer I can
think of seems to require there to already be some facts which themselves
require further explanation, so cannot be good answers. Non-philosophical
questions can be like this, too. Where is my umbrella, given that I’ve
checked all the places where I think I could have left it?
I want to draw attention to a difference between these two kinds of
apparent unanswerability. I may be disappointed that my curiosity on the
matter of humanity’s fate will not be satisfied, and it isn’t advisable to dwell
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on the question too much, given the hopelessness of finding an answer.1
Nevertheless, there doesn’t seem to be anything wrong with continuing
to wonder this question, idle though this wondering may be. Wondering
an apparently unanswerable question of this kind does not itself seem to
constitute or even indicate any kind of rational failing, nor does it seem to
demand that I revise any of my mental states.
In contrast, continuing to wonder apparently unanswerable questions
of the second kind—wondering while having ruled out all the answers
one can think of—seems to make fitting a special kind of puzzlement and
discomfort, which goes beyond simply not being able to know what you
want to know. One feels rational pressure to extricate oneself from this
puzzled state, either by giving up on or rejecting the question, or else
coming up with an answer that at least could be right, given one’s evidence.
I feel some relief when I temporarily convince myself that the question
about why there is anything involved a false presupposition, and also when
I think of some place where my umbrella could be, even if it is some place I
won’t be able to check.
Given that there doesn’t seem to be anything wrong in general with
continuing to wonder questions which one sees one cannot answer, why
would there be something wrong with continuing to wonder questions that
one cannot think of any good possible answers to? I hope to make some
progress towards an answering this question in this paper. It will involve
making a proposal in two stages.
First stage: I posit and defend the following norm of rationality which
requires one not to be in such a state.2
1

It may well make sense, though, to dwell on the relevant probabilities for decisionmaking purposes.
2
I take this to be a pro tanto norm of structural rationality, though I will not take a stand
here on whether such norms are non-derivatively normative (Broome 2013), or must derive
their normativity from substantive rationality (Kolodny 2007), or should be understood
in terms of a distinct kind of rational pressure (Fogal forthcoming). Additionally, my
own view is that it is a norm of epistemic rationality, for reasons along the lines given in
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Q UESTIONS S HOULD H AVE A NSWERS (QSHA)
Don’t both
(i) wonder Q
and
(ii) reject all answers to Q you can conceive.
Defending this will involve showing that QSHA gets the cases right, that
we can’t get the cases right by appeal to simpler and more familiar norms,
and answering an objection that QSHA is too demanding. I’ll do this in
§§1–3, clarifying various aspects of QSHA along the way.
Second stage: I propose that this norm is partially explained by a more
fundamental norm concerning what contents one should be able to think.
If I’m right that there is such a norm, it means that norms of rationality
extend beyond actions and attitudes like belief and desire to mental states
which aren’t attitudes at all, but rather abilities to have attitudes. It also
means that successful inquiry can change not only what we believe, but
also what we are able to believe.

1

Violating QSHA

If one both wonders some question Q but also rejects all the answers to Q
one can conceive, one thereby violates QSHA. In this section, we’ll look at
three kinds of situations which lead to QSHA-violations. In a bad rejection
situation, one has rejected the true answer to a good question, in addition
to rejecting incorrect answers. In a bad question situation, one is wondering
a question that lacks a true answer, and so may have correctly taken all
its would-be answers to be untrue. And finally, in an inadequate hypotheses
Friedman (forthcoming). I don’t wish to get mired in border disputes here, though, so will
only argue that there is such a norm, not that we must think of it as epistemic.
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situation, one may be wondering a good question and reject only incorrect
answers, but simply be unable to come up with the correct answer.
In all of these cases, we’ll see, something seems to be going awry. This
awryness can be explained by appeal to QSHA.

1.1

Bad Rejections

Suppose Al wonders where his keys are. That is, that Al stands in the
wonder relation to the question content expressed by “where [Al’s] keys
are”.3 Such a question content can be usefully modelled as a set of all its
would-be answers: the propositions which would answer or resolve the
question.4 Following semanticists, I will take this notion of answerhood in
a somewhat special sense, which excludes responses like “I don’t know”
and “Huh? Al doesn’t even have keys” from counting as would-be answers.
In this case, would-be answers are propositions like [Al’s keys are in his
left jacket pocket] and [Al’s keys are on his desk]. I will take this relation
between questions and their would-be answers as primitive, but here’s a
heuristic for identifying them applied to this case: the would-be answers
are the propositions p such that, if Al knew p, Al would thereby know
where his keys are.
What question content is expressed by a given interrogative clause is in
part determined by context.5 Normally, if all Al knows about the location
of his keys is that they are in the Milky Way Galaxy, then he doesn’t know
3

Wondering is a paradigm question-directed attitude (Friedman 2013).
This idea goes back to Hamblin (1958) and Hamblin (1973), and has been developed
by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) and Ciardelli, Groenendijk, and Roelofsen (2019), and
others.
It’s common to just to use ‘answers’ or ‘possible answers’ for what I call ‘would-be
answers’. But this can be confusing, since ‘answer’ is sometimes taken to mean ‘true
answer’, and ‘possible answer’ might suggest that the proposition is epistemically or
metaphysically possible, which it need not be, on my view.
5
See Boër and Lycan (1975), Hintikka (1978), Ginzburg (1995), Aloni (2001, Ch. 1), and
van Rooy (2003).
4
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where his keys are. That information isn’t enough to resolve the question
expressed by “where [Al’s] keys are” in most contexts. But we can imagine
contexts in which this is enough. Suppose the Al we’re talking about is Al
the Alien, who is trying to decide which galaxy to warp to in order to use a
keyfinding device that teleports the keys to the spaceship once they are less
than 1 million lightyears away. In that case, the question expressed would
include the propositions [Al’s keys are in the Milky Way], [Al’s keys are
in the Andromeda Galaxy], and so on. These propositions would resolve
the relatively coarse-grained where-question that would be expressed in
this context. But let’s say instead that the Al we’re talking about is an
absent-minded, human professor of philosophy. Then the question content
expressed by “where [Al’s] keys are” would be something like {[Al’s keys
are on the kitchen table], [Al’s keys are on his desk], [Al’s keys are on
the floor next to his desk], [Al’s keys are in Al’s jacket’s left pocket], . . . }.
None of these will be entailed by galaxy-level information about Al’s keys’
whereabouts. The question expressed in this context is finer-grained.
How exactly a context determines the granularity of the question content
expressed by an interrogative is an interesting issue, one we can’t pursue
here. One important thing for us to note, though, is that an agent may be
wonder-related to a question content that has a proposition p as a member
even though the agent has not entertained p, or is even able to entertain p.6
Al might wonder a question with [Al’s keys are at the office] as a would-be
answer even if this proposition has yet to cross his mind. And Jackson’s
Mary can wonder what seeing red is like even though she is unable to grasp
any proposition that would resolve the question.
Al is wondering a question, which is one step along the way to violating
QSHA. In order to get the rest of the way there, he needs to reject all the
answers to that question that he can conceive. To reject a proposition is to
believe that it is not true, either because it is false or because it presupposes
6

See Friedman (2013, pp. 160–163) for discussion.
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something that isn’t true. Al rejects that his keys are on the table because
he has looked there, and he rejects that his keys are in Atlantis (though
perhaps only implicitly, unless someone makes the suggestion) because he
thinks there is no such place.
At any given time, there is a set of propositions that an agent is able to
entertain as would-be answers to a given question; these are the answers
that the agent can conceive. Often a question has would-be answers that
an agent cannot entertain at a given time, either because they don’t have
the conceptual resources to think the proposition in question, or because
the proposition just isn’t coming to mind, even when the agent is trying
to come up with would-be answers to the question that they have yet to
consider. In order to violate QSHA, Al will have to continue to wonder the
question, even after he has rejected all the would-be answers he can think
of. It’s easy enough to imagine how that might happen. One simple way is
if Al has mistakenly rejected the correct answer.
Al starts out being able to think various would-be answers to the question
he is wondering that he has yet to reject. He begins his investigation with the
usual suspects: pockets and surfaces he usually walks by after getting home.
Some simple empirical investigation—looking at the surfaces, reaching into
the pockets—leads him to reject several such would-be answers; [Al’s keys
are on the kitchen table] and [Al’s keys are in his left jacket pocket] are now
rejected, among others. Annoying, but not yet dire: there are various other
places Al can still think of where his keys might be.
He now considers, for example, whether he might have left them at
the office. No, he concludes, they can’t be anywhere outside the house,
since he must have used them to let himself in. So Al now rejects every
not-in-the-house answer he can think of on these grounds. This, it turns
out, was his mistake. Al did not let himself in—for he also forgot to lock the
door when he left. His keys really are still in his office. Having rejected this
possibility, however, Al continues the search in the house, checking all the
6
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places he can think of where his keys could be: floors, chairs, bookshelves,
and so on, even the refrigerator. This is to no avail, of course.
Al racks his brain for answers he might have missed, but nothing
plausible comes to mind. Various implausible answers come to mind—like
that his keys have been stolen from inside the house, and so are now with
the thief—but Al finds he already believes them to be false.7 But Al does not
give up wondering the question. Indeed, the intensity of his wondering is
only increased. Al is now very puzzled about where his keys could be. So
Al is in a state of both wondering a question and rejecting all the answers
to it that he can conceive. Al is violating QSHA.
As we’d expect if QSHA were a norm of rationality, it seems that there
is something wrong with being in Al’s state. It is fitting for Al to feel a
certain kind of discomfort about being in this state—a feeling that those of
us who have struggled to find our keys know well. And, at least if there
are no other more pressing concerns, there is reason for him to do what he
can to get himself out of this state.
The situation seems similar to those in which agents find themselves
with inconsistent beliefs: there seems to be something wrong with being
in such a state, and there is at least some rational pressure to get out of it.
There might not be enough pressure for one to do something about it, since
there may be other more important concerns to attend to, or because it’s
not clear which belief to give up, but the pressure seems there nevertheless.
That there seems to be something wrong with staying in an inconsistent
belief state lends some support to the proposal that there is a norm of
rationality against having inconsistent beliefs. Similarly, that there seems
to be something wrong with Al’s QSHA-violation lends some support to
the proposal that QSHA is a genuine norm of rationality.
QSHA gets Al’s case right, then, but is it necessary for getting Al’s case
right? Given that Al’s predicament is in part due to his mistaken reasoning,
7

Since belief can be implicit, rejection can be too.
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perhaps we could explain what’s wrong with being in Al’s state in terms
of familiar norms of epistemic rationality governing belief and reasoning.
If so, then QSHA wouldn’t be adding anything here, and so positing it to
account for Al’s case would be premature.
Here’s a simple version of one such alternative account: first, we appeal
to a truth norm of belief:
N EGATIVE T RUTH N ORM
Don’t believe p if p is not true.8
Al violates this norm as soon as he rejects that his keys are in his office.
So we don’t need QSHA to say that something is wrong with the state Al
ends up in. However, the account shouldn’t stop there. One important
aspect of the case is that Al doesn’t—and in some sense shouldn’t—feel
discomfort until well after he has formed the false belief, since at that point
there were various answers which he still took to be possible. QSHA, of
course, predicts this, since it’s not until Al runs out of alternatives that
QSHA is violated. The QSHA-less account needs to say something about
this.
A natural suggestion is that it is only once he has ruled out the other
possibilities that Al should realize he has mistakenly ruled out the true
answer. At the time he formed the false belief, he did not have much, if
any evidence that he had done so. But by the time he has eliminated all
the plausible alternatives, Al has strong evidence that has made a mistake
somewhere, even if he can’t easily tell where. It would be reasonable for Al
to repeat certain aspects of his search, to see if he can discover where he
went wrong.
8

We might take this norm to be fundamental, or we might instead take it to be derived
from a more general truth norm that requires one to believe p if and only if p is true (see
Wedgwood (2002), Shah (2003), and Engel (2013), among others) or from a norm that
requires one to believe p only if one knows p (see Williamson (2000, pp. 255–256), J. Sutton
(2005), and others).
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We might just say that Al’s having evidence that he has violated the
Negative Truth Norm is what is responsible for the fitting discomfort he
feels.9 This seems unlikely to be the be the whole story, though, since often
evidence that one has some false belief doesn’t seem to bring any discomfort
with it. I have excellent reason to think that I, like everyone else, have some
false beliefs. But I do not feel about this anything like what Al should feel
in his state, and do not think it would be appropriate for me to feel that
way.
There are various factors in Al’s case that we might appeal to in order
to supplement the alternative account so that it can capture this contrast.
First, Al has evidence that he has a false belief that prevents him from
answering a question he is wondering. Second, he has evidence that he has
a false belief that has some practical significance, since it’s preventing him
from getting what he wants—his keys. Finally, unlike my evidence about
a general fallibility, Al has evidence that he has a false belief that may be
relatively easy to identify and revise. I will not work these features into
a full-fledged alternative theory of what is wrong with remaining in Al’s
QSHA-violating state. It seems likely enough that some such theory could
be developed in a way that sufficiently accounts for Al’s case without any
need to introduce QSHA as something that goes beyond ordinary doxastic
norms.
Better support for introducing QSHA, then, must come from its handling
9

We might say, following McHugh (2012), that the Negative Truth Norm is an evaluative
rather than prescriptive norm, and but one that gives rise to a prescriptive norm to believe
only what is probable given one’s evidence, and that the discomfort is a response to the
violation of this prescriptive norm. Or we might follow Smithies (2012) and say that
there’s a principle linking justified φ-ing and justified belief that φ-ing is correct; then we
could say that the evidence of violating the Negative Truth Norm makes one unjustified
in thinking the belief is correct, and that the discomfort is a response to recognizing this
unjustified belief. Alternatively, we might extend an idea from Williamson (forthcoming),
taking the lack of evidence to be an excuse for failing to comply with the Negative Truth
Norm. Then we could hold that the discomfort is fittingly felt when one fails to comply
with a norm without excuse.
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of other sorts of cases. Let us, then, turn to another way QSHA can be
violated.

1.2

Bad Questions

Al’s problem was that he had rejected the correct answer to a good question.
But sometimes the problem isn’t with rejecting any of the answers, it’s with
the question one is wondering.
Consider Bea, a child who wonders why Santa brought fancier presents
to the kids in rich families. Suppose she has gone through various wouldbe answers to this question—that Santa brings fancier presents to rich
kids because they behave better, because he has been bribed by their
parents, because he is taking marginal utility and hedonic adaptation effects
into account, and so on—but has found good reasons to reject them all.
And suppose she gets to the point where she can no longer think of any
more answers which she hasn’t already rejected. Bea is bothered by this,
reasonably enough: it seems to her that her apparently good question has
no good answer.
Bea is correct to reject the various answers she considers. It is indeed not
true that Santa brings fancier presents to the kids in rich families because
he has been bribed or whatever. And we can suppose Bea has conclusive
reasons supporting her rejections. But now she is in a state which violates
QSHA, since she is wondering a question, yet has ruled out all the answers
to it she can conceive. And, like Al, Bea does seem to be in something of a
bad state here, one she should feel puzzled about and try to get out of, as
positing QSHA predicts.
We should again ask, though, whether something like QSHA is really
needed to explain what’s wrong with being in Bea’s state. On the face of it,
it seems that a straightforward appeal to familiar doxastic norms will not
do the trick. Al’s predicament arose from his bad beliefs about would-be
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answers, but Bea’s seems due to her wondering a bad question, a question
without any true answer, rather than to her beliefs. And QSHA gets us the
attractive result that Bea’s wondering is itself contributing to the violation
of a rational norm.
But aren’t there still false beliefs we can trace the problem to, like
Bea’s beliefs that Santa exists and is responsible for some of the presents
some kids get? Perhaps familiar doxastic norms can account for Bea’s
case by impugning these beliefs. There are a few ways we might pursue
such a strategy. One is to deny that there’s anything irrational about the
wondering itself, and take the wondering to be merely a sign of a bad belief.
On another view, one admits that the wondering itself is bad, but takes its
badness to be wholly derived from the badness of the beliefs in the false
presupposition. One would need to introduce a norm for how non-doxastic
states inherit badness from bad beliefs, but it need not look anything like
QSHA. Finally, one might take the wondering to have non-derivative
badness, but due to a simpler norm which says to not wonder questions
with false presuppositions.
As in Al’s case, though, it doesn’t seem simply to be the false belief that
makes Bea’s discomfort fitting. Contrast her case with Cecil’s. Like Bea,
Cecil wonders why Santa brought the rich kids fancier presents. Unlike Bea,
Cecil has not yet done much investigating, so can think of various would-be
answers which he has yet to reject. By his own lights, this question may
well turn out to be answerable in a straightforward way. In some respects,
Cecil’s position compares epistemically unfavorably to Bea’s—Bea has
correctly rejected a variety of answers that Cecil has yet to investigate. But
in another respect, it seems that Bea is in a worse state than Cecil. She’s
continuing to wonder a question which, by her own lights, cannot have an
answer. Something about this state seems incoherent, and seems to call
more urgently for change than does Cecil’s state. This despite the fact that
both of them have the same false presupposition underlying what they’re
11
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wondering. It seems, then, not just to be the false presupposition that’s
doing the work.
We might still be able to make sense of this without anything like QSHA,
though. Perhaps we could take Bea’s failed investigation to constitute
evidence that what she wonders has a false presupposition, or evidence
that she has some false belief that is responsible for inability to find a good
answer to her question. Cecil, by contrast, doesn’t have such evidence yet.
So again, QSHA gets the case right, but it’s still not clear positing it gets us
anything we couldn’t get with independently motivated and more familiar
doxastic norms. A better test case for QSHA would be one in which it
is violated by someone who is wondering a good question and who also
hasn’t rejected the correct answer.

1.3

Inadequate Hypotheses

A question content, recall, is composed of propositions that would resolve
the question. But not every proposition is available to every thinker to
consider at all times. Some propositions come to one whenever one needs
them, but others will be available only in certain specific circumstances,
and many may be totally unavailable, beyond one’s capacity to grasp.10
Sometimes one wonders a question with would-be answers that are unavailable to one at the time one wonders. When the true answer is among
these, one’s access to hypotheses is inadequate for answering the question,
and one may end up violating QSHA without wondering a bad question
or having incorrectly rejected a true answer.11
10

One useful way to model these restrictions is with fragmentation-based models, as in
Elga and Rayo (forthcoming) and Yalcin (2018).
11
This is a special case of what Friedman (2013, p. 160) calls abductive ignorance, wherein
someone is ignorant of what the would-be answers to a question are. Sylvain Bromberger
(1965, p. 27) also discusses these kinds of cases. Here’s his example:
(1)

Why do tea kettles emit a humming noise just before the water begins to boil?
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Consider, for example, a different way a case similar to Al’s might go.
Suppose that Deidre did use her keys to unlock her door, but forgot to take
them out of the lock. She might then correctly rule out all of the places her
keys could be inside the house, and also correctly rule out every place she
can think of outside of the house on the grounds that she remembers using
the keys to open the door. If she were to think of [Deidre’s keys are hanging
from the lock of the front door], she would immediately take this to be
a plausible would-be answer and go check. But for 20 minutes, suppose,
she does not think of it, and—try as she might—only thinks of places she
has already ruled out. For a time, then, Deidre is violating QSHA, and as
predicted, appropriately feels the same kind of discomfort that Al felt in his
predicament, the same pressure to get out of this state.
The fittingness of Deidre’s discomfort here, though, cannot be explained
by the Negative Truth Norm, or anything straightforwardly derivable from
it. At the time in question, we can assume, she has no relevant false beliefs.
She doesn’t believe that her keys aren’t outside the house, for example, just
that they aren’t in any of the particular outside places she has yet thought
of, which is true. We can also assume that she doesn’t have any strong
misleading evidence that she has some relevant false belief. Deidre has a
very clear memory of using her keys to unlock the door, and has been very
careful to rule out locations in the house only when thoroughly searched.
We can add that Deidre has found herself in similar scenarios on many
occasions, and her keys have always been in a place that she just hadn’t yet
thought of, rather than somewhere she had incorrectly ruled out. Deidre,
with good evidence, realizes that she just hasn’t yet thought of the right
would-be answer. Nevertheless, it is fitting for her to feel a special kind
of pressure to escape her QSHA-violation. I take this to be good reason to
posit QSHA.
Like Bromberger, “I can think of nothing, I can imagine nothing, I can conjure up nothing,
I can invent nothing, I can remember nothing, that can survive confrontation with what I
take to be the conditions on the right answer” (Bromberger 1965, p. 28).
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One might propose instead that we explain Deidre’s fitting discomfort
by appeal to a positive doxastic norm, like the following.
P OSITIVE T RUTH N ORM
If p is true, believe p.
There are, of course, many truths that Deidre does not believe at the time
in question, so she does indeed violate this norm. But she also is violating
this well before she comes to violate QSHA, so this account will need to
say what the relevant change was. I do not see a good way of doing this.
Deidre has no more evidence than before that she lacks some true belief.
She knew all along that there’s a truth about her keys that she does not yet
believe. She also already recognized that this is a practically relevant truth,
and a truth that is within her investigative reach. Running out of candidate
hypotheses doesn’t change any of this.
Moreover, though her keys not being in the places she has looked may
raise the evidential probability of [Deidre’s keys are hanging from the lock],
they do not make it so likely that Deidre must believe it on pain of violating
any plausible evidentialist norm. As far as she knows, there are many other
places her keys could be that she has yet to think of. When she finally
thinks of [Deidre’s keys are hanging from the lock], she needs to go check
before she should believe that it’s true. And her QSHA-violation-induced
discomfort is temporarily relieved as she makes her way to the door, before
she has formed the belief that her keys are there. That Deidre is failing to
believe the truth of [Deidre’s keys are hanging from the lock] seems to be a
dead end in the search for a relevant positive doxastic norm violation.
A more promising alternative for this account to look to is Deidre’s
failure to believe what is expressed by (2).
(2)

Deidre’s keys might be hanging from the lock.

It is a controversial question whether a sentence like (2) expresses a proposi14
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tion. Nevertheless, it does seem to express something that one can believe.
And at the time in question, it’s plausible to say that Deidre does not believe
what it expresses.12 And so it’s plausible that she would be failing to meet
the requirement of the Positive Truth Norm by not believing it.13 But again,
this would have been so at the beginning of the investigation, when Deidre
should not have felt any puzzlement or discomfort. What changed?
Could we say that Deidre’s failure to find her keys in any place she can
think of provides her with evidence for (2)? I don’t think so. It’s not clear
how to make sense of the idea of evidence for might-claims, and with some
views about evdience and what these claims express, it cannot be done. But
we do sometimes talk that way, so I am inclined to grant the alternative
account that the idea makes sense. The problem is that this doesn’t seem to
be what’s going on in Deidre’s case. If Deidre had started out thinking that
her keys must be inside, so they can’t be hanging from the lock, then I think
it’s plausible that her failed search of the inside spots gives her evidence
that they might not be inside after all. And perhaps this would give her
evidence that they might be at the office, that they might be in her car, that
they might be hanging from the lock, and so on. In that case, the change
that occurs when Deidre starts to violate QSHA could be that she now has
evidence for (2) and other might-claims that she does not believe.
But this is not what happens in Deidre’s case. It’s true that Deidre starts
by considering some restricted set of possibilities, but that’s not because
she thinks that her keys must be in one of those places. All along, she
thinks they might be in some place that she won’t easily think of, since
this has happened to her before when she’s lost her keys. She doesn’t
not believe (2) because she takes her evidence to rule it out, but simply
because she hasn’t come up with the proposition [Deidre’s keys are hanging
12

C.f. Yalcin (2011, pp. 313ff.).
See Moss (2018, esp. Ch. 8) for an account that takes sentences like (2) not to express
truth-conditional contents of a standard sort, but nevertheless allows belief (and failure of
belief) in what they express to be subject to knoweldge (and truth) norms.
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form the lock]. If someone were to say something along the lines of (2),
Deidre would immediately grant it, not because that person’s testimony
gives her evidence that it is true, but simply because it drew her attention
to the possibility.14 A random word generator producing the word ‘door’
could have the same effect, and not due to any occult background beliefs of
Deidre’s about the generator. Insofar as Deidre had evidence for believing
(2), she had that evidence all along.
I conclude that neither a positive doxastic norm like the Positive Truth
Norm nor any plausible evidential variant of it can explain why it is fitting
for Deidre to feel special discomfort when she comes to violate QSHA, or
the rational pressure she feels to get out of this state. It seems, then, that no
standard doxastic norm will explain what is going wrong in Deidre’s case,
but QSHA can. The need for QSHA seems even clearer in the next kind of
case I want to discuss.
Sometimes, as in Deidre’s case, one’s access to hypotheses is inadequate
for relatively shallow psychological reasons. A simple reminder would
have sufficed for her to come up with a new, unrejected hypothesis. But in
other cases the inability to come up with adequate hypotheses can be traced
to a deeper kind of problem: one’s conceptual limitations. Sometimes one
lacks the concepts needed to grasp some of the would-be answers to a
question one wonders. And sometimes these are the only would-be answers
to the question that one has not already eliminated. QSHA-violations in
cases like these often motivate conceptual innovation.15
Consider the following case, from a study by John Clement (2008, p. 26).
The subjects of the study reason aloud as they try to solve various puzzles.
One such problem was this one:16
14
See Ciardelli, Groenendijk, and Roelofsen (2011) and Bledin and Rawlins (2020) on the
role of might-claims in changing attentional states.
15
Work across several fields suggests that inability to answer some question with an
original stock of concepts often motivates the introduction of new ones (see Peirce (1908,
§§3–4), Kuhn ([1962] 1996, Chs. 6–7), Stahl (1995), and Carey (2009, Ch. 11)).
16
See also Nersessian (2008, Ch. 3) for further discussion.
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One subject, S2, starts with the correct hunch that the wider spring would
stretch further. But he does not know why it would do so, and so he
wonders about this. He considers various answers to do with how bending
relates to length, but correctly rejects any such explanation on the basis of
some creative thought experiments. Soon enough, he has rejected every
answer he can come up with. This leaves S2 puzzled, without any answers
to his question which he had not rejected, violating QSHA.
Naturally, this exercises S2. The interview is “peppered with expressions
of frustration” as he tries to come up with a possible explanation (Clement
2008, p. 107). Indeed, he is so bothered by his failure to come up with
a would-be answer to the question that he continues trying well beyond
when the experimenter indicates that the allotted time for the study is over,
and that S2 can stop. Unlike Deidre’s search, which would have involved a
similar kind of frustration, S2 doesn’t need to just be reminded of a certain
kind of would-be answer, but needs to think about properties of springs
which he had previously had no idea of. In particular, he needs to think
about the force from torsion stress (from twisting) on the springs, which is
less for the wider spring than the narrower spring. Prior to the experiment,
S2 may have lacked this concept. After a long, meandering struggle, S2 does
manage come up with thoughts along these lines, arriving at a would-be
answer that he doesn’t see reasons to reject, and so is content enough to
conclude the interview.
17
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Evidently, S2 felt there was strong reason to get himself out of a QSHAviolating state. That there seems to be such reason—S2’s frustration was
not pathological—can be explained by QSHA, but not by familiar doxastic
norms. S2 did not reject a correct answer, nor had he reason to think he
had done so. He was wondering a good question. And his failure to
believe various truths didn’t change from the time before he came to violate
QSHA and the time after. The problem seems simply to be his inability to
conceive an adequate hypothesis. This can be explained by QSHA, but not
by familiar doxastic norms.
We’ve now looked at three ways QSHA can be violated: through bad
rejections, bad questions, and insufficient hypotheses. And while familiar
doxastic norms can plausibly account for what’s going wrong with the first
two ways of violating QSHA, I have argued that they are not able account
for what’s going wrong with violations due to inadequate hypotheses.

2

Does QSHA Demand Too Much?

That one can violate QSHA through an inability to come up with adequate
hypotheses is crucial to my argument that we should posit QSHA as a norm
of rationality. However, it also leads to a potential problem: that QSHA
will sometimes require someone to stop wondering a good question, retract
a good rejection, or else do something that they are incapable of doing.
S2 was able to fill a conceptual lacuna on the fly, and so was able to
escape his QSHA violation in a satisfactory way. But this might have
gone differently. Sometimes, presumably, we we wonder questions whose
answers aren’t just inconceivable to us at the moment, but beyond what we
are psychologically capable of conceiving. If one wonders such a question,
one may have only rejected false answers, yet still violate QSHA, even
though the question does have a true answer.
This does not imply that there are cases in which one cannot satisfy
18
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QSHA. QSHA is a wide-scope norm, and can always be satisfied by simply
not wondering the question.17 It does imply, though, that there are cases in
which satisfying QSHA requires one to either do what one cannot do or
else stop wondering a good question. This seems like a bad result.
How is a defender of QSHA to respond? I see three plausible options.
Option 1: Quietism
Bite the bullet: admit that one shouldn’t wonder what one cannot and will
not be able to grasp the true answer to.
Philosophers of a certain temperament may be attracted to a harsh form
of this kind of quietism, and will welcome the verdict that we should just
not wonder such questions. Pascal, for example, thought that “the principal
illness of man is restless curiosity about things he cannot know. And it is
not as bad for him to be in error as to be curious to no purpose” (Pascal
[1662] 2004, S618). I myself do not find such a view plausible, at least
not without some further elaboration. Fortunately, there are a couple of
points that can be made that soften the quietist response, making it less
anti-inquiry and, to my mind, more plausible.
The first point is that even if we are incapable of acquiring some concept
needed for grasping the true answer to a question, we are rarely, if ever,
in a position to realize this. When we’re faced with some question which
may be beyond our capabilities, the sensible response will often be to say,
with the Metaphysician from Smullyan (1983, p. 165), “Of course, it may be
beyond our power [to understand], but why should we give up so easily?”
17
It could imply that one cannot satisfy QSHA without giving up a true belief if there are
some questions that we cannot help but wonder, as Kant (e.g.) seemed to think. He starts
the preface of the first edition of the Critique of Pure Reason as follows: “Human reason has
the peculiar fate in one species of its cognitions that it is burdened with questions which it
cannot dismiss, since they are given to it as problems by the nature of reason itself, but
which it also cannot answer, since they transcend every capacity of human reason” (A
vii–viii; see also B21). If this is the case, then QSHA might really put us in a bind; we
might be incapable of satisfying it, at least without violating the Negative Truth Norm.
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Even if QSHA is violated in such a case, there’s a sense in which we should
continue to wonder and its violation will be excusable.
Here’s the second point. Question contents come in different fineness
of grain (see §1.1), and some questions are refinements of others.18 So
one thing the more reluctant quietist can say is that when the answer to
a question is beyond what one will be able to grasp, one should settle for
wondering a question only at a coarser grain, of which the original question
is a refinement. Suppose, for example, you reject all the specific physicalist
and non-physicalist answers to “Why do we have conscious experiences?”
Perhaps you reject all the non-physicalist answers on general grounds, but
only reject the specific physicalist ones for specific reasons. At a certain
grain, one which demands a fairly specific theory for the question to be
resolved, you reject all the answers you can conceive. And supposing that
the true theory is one you will not be able to grasp, then the quietist will
say you should stop wondering the question at this refinement. But they
can add that you can continue to wonder a related coarser question that
could be expressed by the same words, a question that has a would-be
answer that you haven’t rejected: that some kind of physicalist theory or
other explains why we are conscious. You can also wonder a somewhat
less coarse question than that, one with an answer that you can’t grasp with
your current concepts, but which you would be able to grasp with some
conceptual development that is within your reach. So even the quietist can
encourage a certain kind of sustained inquiry, even if they say there are
some questions that you should not wonder.
Option 2: Dilemmas
Bite the bullet in a different way: admit that one would be violating a
norm if one continues to wonder the question, but add that one would also
18
See Ciardelli, Groenendijk, and Roelofsen (2019, Ch. 2) for one way of thinking about
this.
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be violating some other norm if one stops wondering the question. No
matter what one does in such a situation, one will violate some norm of
rationality. What is best to do in a case like this may sometimes involve
continued violation of QSHA, in which case we get the plausible result that
one should continue to wonder in such cases, and we wouldn’t have to
reject QSHA to do so.
This option requires that we accept the controversial possibility of rational dilemmas19 and also accept that one can be rationally required to
wonder certain questions. These are not trivial commitments, but nor do
they seem to me indefensible.
Option 3: Ability Relativity
Grant the objection, revise the norm by relativizing to the agent’s abilities.
It is a familiar idea that normative requirements of various kinds should
not demand from us more than what we are able to do. As noted above,
the problem of questions with answers beyond our capacities to grasp is
not quite that QSHA demands we do what we are unable to do, since we
could satisfy it by giving up on the question. Nevertheless, an addition of
ability-relativity in right place does avoid the problem. What this option
proposes is that conceptual expansion should only be required by QSHA
when the agent is able to do it. Instead of adding to QSHA only “If you are
able,” we would need to add “If you are able to grasp the true answer to Q”.
The new, ability-relative form of QSHA says that if you can conceive the
true answer to Q, you must not wonder Q while rejecting all the answers to
Q you can conceive. If you cannot grasp the answer to a question, this new
formulation of QSHA simply doesn’t apply to you.
The new formulation has an apparent problem. Read in a certain way,
the modified version of QSHA sounds almost trivial. If you can conceive
19
On the possibility of moral, epistemic, and rational dilemmas see Marcus (1980), Conee
(1982), Priest (2002), Caie (2011), Lasonen-Aarnio (2014), Schoenfield (2015), Worsnip
(2018), Pryor (2018), and Hughes (2019).
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the true answer, isn’t rejecting the true answer the only way to reject all the
answers to Q you can conceive? But then this doesn’t seem to go beyond a
simple Negative Truth Norm in any interesting way, and it won’t account
for cases like Deidre’s and S2’s.
The solution is to read the two “can conceive”’s in different ways.
The second “can conceive”—the one which also appeared in the original
formulation of QSHA—designates an ability: what one is currently able to
conceive. The other, which appears in the new ability-relativization clause,
designates an ability to have an ability: what abilities to conceive one is able
to have. Spelling out the metaphysics of the needed distinction between
first-order and higher-order abilities may be tricky, but it seems that there
is such a distinction, so I don’t think it’s a problem that the new version of
QSHA needs to avail itself of it.20 And when we read it with this distinction
in mind, the triviality problem disappears. Deidre and S2 aren’t currently
able to think the true answers to the questions they wonder, but they are
able to have these abilities.
Still, we might think that the ability-relative version of QSHA lets
thinkers off the hook too easily. Suppose S2 were incapable of coming
up with the concept needed to make sense of the spring puzzle. Then he
wouldn’t be violating the new form of QSHA. But shouldn’t he still feel
some discomfort and puzzlement in such a situation?
One response to this is to repeat a point made to help the quietist
proposal: that even if we are unable to have the ability to grasp the true
answer to a question, we often won’t have strong evidence that this is
so. We might say, then, that the puzzlement and discomfort is fitting not
because the new version of QSHA is violated, but because it seems to one
that there’s a good chance that is being violated.
Additionally, we might maintain a more full-fledged version of QSHA
20
See Vetter (2005, pp. 135–139). Aristotle also seems to have something like this
distinction in mind in his discussion of first and second potentiality in De Anima II.5 (417a
21ff.).
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as a rational ideal, something which is is supererogatory rather than required to satisfy.21 We could say that if you wonder a question Q, it is
ideal for you to be able to conceive an answer that you do not reject. The
puzzlement one feels may point one towards a goal that may be required
or may be supererogatory to satisfy, depending on one’s abilities. Given
one’s uncertainty about one’s abilities, then, it will make sense to strive to
generate new hypotheses.
I’ve now presented a few different ways a defender of QSHA can respond
to the concern about over-demandingness. Each involves contentious
commitments, so no one of them will satisfy everyone, but my hope is that
most philosophers will find at least one option that seems promising to
them. If so, then together they make it plausible that some form of QSHA
is defensible, even if we can’t be sure at this point what exact form it will
take.
I am inclined, then, to maintain the posit of QSHA in some form or
other. But why should there be such a norm? Where does QSHA come
from?

QSHA from ZIP?

3

It seems that QSHA goes beyond what purely doxastic norms can explain.
But perhaps we can trace it to another source: a norm of inquiry—a zetetic
norm—proposed by Jane Friedman (forthcoming). More specifically, a
zetetic instrumental principle:
ZIP: If one wants to figure out Q, then one ought to take the necessary
means to figuring out Q.
If QSHA followed from some independently plausible principle like ZIP,
21

On the idea of rational supererogation, see Benn and Bales (2019).
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that would support my contention that QSHA is a genuine norm of
rationality. It would also give us a straightforward and satisfying answer to
the question of why there would be a norm like QSHA. On the other hand,
it would make the success of QSHA less surprising and less interesting.
We wouldn’t need to do any more exploring to find its source. As we’ll see
in a moment, it appears that QSHA can be derived from a ZIP-like norm.
But I’ll argue that this appearance is deceptive.
How should be go about trying to derive QSHA? As stated, QSHA
is about wondering, rather than wanting. However, there’s a plausible
analysis of wondering that treats it as a kind of wanting:
WTK Theory of Wonder: S wonders Q iff S wants to know Q.
On this analysis, one wonders whether it’s raining iff one wants to know
whether it’s raining, one wonders where one can buy an Italian newspaper
iff one wants to know where one can buy an Italian newspaper, and so on.
Given the WTK Theory, it only takes a slight modification to Friedman’s
principle to get an instrumental principle that will apply to wondering:
ZIP*: If one wants to know Q, then one ought to take the necessary
means to know Q.
ZIP* and the WTK Theory together imply that one ought to take the
necessary means to know the answer to questions one wonders. But you
cannot know the answer to Q if you reject all answers to Q you can conceive.
Being able to think the true answer to a question and not rejecting that
answer is a necessary means to knowing the answer to the question. So, if
you wonder Q—if you want to know Q—then you had better not be in a
state of rejecting all the answers to it that you can conceive. In other words:
you’d better not violate QSHA. Thus it seems that with a plausible analysis
of wondering, we can derive QSHA from a plausible zetetic instrumental
principle.
24
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However, there are a couple of important problems with this attempt to
derive QSHA from ZIP*. First, it turns on an equivocation of two senses
of ‘want’. The second is that it gets certain cases wrong, through lumping
together two different kinds of apparently unanswerable questions.
We should distinguish between what we might call all-things-considered
wanting and some-things-considered wanting. Davis (1984) observes that
if someone is asked to play tennis, they might be in a mental state which
would allow them to truly say either (3-a) or (3-b).
(3)

a.

I want to play, but I have to teach.

b.

I don’t want to play, since I have to teach.

The latter reports an all-things-considered desire, the former a some-thingsconsidered desire. The example shows that one might want something
some-things-considered without wanting it all-things-considered.
With this distinction in mind, let’s return to the WTK Theory. It takes
wondering to be a kind of wanting. But is it all-things-considered wanting
or some-things-considered wanting? Answer: some-things-considered
wanting, if the analysis is to remain plausible.
Suppose, for example, I wonder who the author of a paper I’m reviewing
is, and find myself thinking of some plausible candidates. But I realize
it would be better for me not to know—and indeed, better to not even
narrow down the options—so as not to compromise the fairness of the
review process. I decide on this basis not to try to figure out the answer. In
this case, it seems right to say there’s a sense in which I want to know and
a sense in which I don’t want to know. We can report the situation either
way:
(4)

a.

I want to know, but I have to stay neutral.

b.

I don’t want to know, since I have to stay neutral.
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I want to know some-things-considered, but not all-things-considered.
But it doesn’t seem right to say there’s a sense in which I wonder and
a sense in which I don’t. In this case, it seems to me, I just do wonder
who wrote the manuscript, even though I will make no effort to find out.
Thus, it seems that if wondering is to be identified with a kind of wanting,
it should be identified with some-things-considered wanting rather than
all-things-considered wanting.
What about ZIP*? To be plausible, it should be taken to be about allthings-considered wanting, rather than some-things-considered wanting.
This is because instrumental principles about wanting in general need to be
about all-things-considered wanting. It is a necessary step to playing tennis
with my friend that I put on my tennis shoes. But if, all-things-considered, I
want to teach rather than play tennis, the fact that I some-things-considered
want to play tennis gives me no reason to put on my tennis shoes.
The plausibility of the proposed derivation of QSHA, then, depends on
equivocating between an all-things-considered and some-things-considered
sense of “wants”. We need to read it as “some-things-considered wants”
to maintain the WTK Theory, but as “all-things-considered wants” to
maintain ZIP*. It seems that the prospects for deriving QSHA from a
zetetic instrumental principle are not so bright after all.
So much the worse for QSHA, one might respond. After all, we’ve only
been looking at cases where there are all-things-considered desires to know,
so ZIP* should account for all the cases. Al and Deidre all-things-considered
wanted to find their keys and Bea all-things-considered wanted to know
why Santa brought the rich kids better presents, so ZIP* can explain why
they felt pressure to come up with answers they hadn’t rejected. Why not,
then, just accept the plausible version of ZIP* instead of QSHA, if they
really do diverge?
Modifying the examples, though, shows that we need to stick to something like QSHA. Suppose at the point they have rejected every answer
26
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they can think of, Al and Bea receive credible threats that if they discover
the answer to their questions, something terrible will happen. They should
stop investigating, and no longer all-things-considered want to know the
answer. But they might still wonder and appropriately feel puzzlement
and discomfort that no answer they can think of could be right. Or suppose
in the reviewing case I came to violate QSHA—every answer I can think of
I reject (it couldn’t have been anyone in Group A, because X; it couldn’t
be anyone in Group B, because Y; but I can’t think of any other group that
the author might be a part of). Here, my other reasons might outweigh the
pressure from the QSHA-violation to try to come up with a non-rejected
answer, but that pressure is still there. It still makes sense for me to feel
puzzlement and discomfort about my epistemic position. But I don’t feel
anything like this in a parallel to the tennis case. The fact that I haven’t put
on my tennis shoes doesn’t bother me in the slightest. When one goes from
all-things-considered wanting to merely some-thing-considered wanting,
the reasons to pursue the necessary means are not outweighed, but rather
disappear. But the reason to find non-rejected answers seems to remain
in QSHA-violations where one merely some-things-considered wants to
know.
One limitation of ZIP*, then, is that it doesn’t get the results we want for
cases of wondering that involve merely some-things-considered wanting
to know. There’s another kind of case where QSHA goes beyond what
ZIP* demands: cases where one has good reason to think that knowing the
answer is going to be unattainable.
When one knows that what one wants is unattainable, has no reason
to pursue what would have been necessary means, had the outcome been
attainable.22 Suppose the only way one can win the Grand Prize is by
22

Cf. Raz (2005, pp. 6–7). On some ways of spelling out ‘necessary means’, everything
is trivially a necessary means to the unattainable. One should probably try to avoid this
by building it into the definition of ‘necessary means’ that the end in question is possible
(as, for example, Kolodny (2018, p. 738) does). So if an end is unattainable, there are no
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paying a token to play, then performing some act of skill that I know I am
unable to perform. In such a case, I can want the prize, yet feel no pressure
at all to buy a token. We see a similar phenomenon for pursuit of means to
zetetic ends. Even if the Grand Prize is a piece of knowledge that would
settle some question I want to know the answer to, I still have no reason
to buy the token. Even though I want to know how long humanity will
continue to exist, I don’t feel pressure from this desire to do preliminary
research, since I recognize that I will never get what I want.
In cases of QSHA violation, by contrast, there seems to be something
going wrong, even when I have no hope of knowing the answer. I know
that I will not know the answer to the question of why there is anything at
all. I recognize knowing such a thing is beyond me.23 Even if I could come
up with some answer that I don’t reject, I would not take that to show that
this is the only would-be answer, just that it’s the only one I could think
of. So I see that coming up with a would-be answer isn’t going to settle
the question. Nevertheless, not being able to think of an answer I don’t
reject bothers me. When I actively wonder the question, I don’t just feel the
hopelessness of not ever knowing the answer, but a kind of agitation at not
being able to think of any good would-be answers.
If we’re thinking of the reasons QSHA provides in (zetetic) instrumental
terms, this is an unexpected result. A related problem is that in these
cases, it seems that knowing a would-be answer is sometimes good enough,
and one can end the inquiry there. If the reason comes from wanting to
know the answer, this would not make sense: one should either inquire
until one has an answer, or until one realizes one will probably not get an
answer without more effort than its worth. But in fact reaching a would-be
answer is often satisfying enough, though stopping beforehand would not
necessary means to obtaining it, hence we can at most talk about what would have been
necessary means, had the outcome been attainable.
23
If you think this is too easy a question (or a confused question), feel free to substitute
in your favorite alternative conundrum.
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be. Recall S2, who was having trouble coming up with answers to the
question of why the wider spring would stretch further. Strikingly, the
position at which S2 arrives does not seem to be an outright belief that his
hypothesis about how the spring works is the right one. As the interview
draws to a close, he says “I now feel pretty good about my understanding
about the way a spring works although I realize at the same time I could be
quite wrong.” It seems that what satisfied his search was an answer that
is possibly right. Apparently, what S2 was trying to do was avoid being in
a state of wondering some question without being able to conceive any
answers that he had not rejected.
We could try to explain this in instrumental terms by appealing to an
additional basic want: wanting to know what might be the true answer
to the question. But this just pushes the issue back. Why should one
want this? It would be as if in cases like the Grand Prize scenario, one
developed non-instrumental desire for the token, because it would have
been a necessary means for something else one wants. This would be
a strange pattern of desire formation. If possible, it would be better to
understand our desires to discover would-be answers in a way that makes
more sense of them than this.

4

A Conceivability Approach

It seems that neither doxastic norms nor zetetic instrumental principles
will lead to QSHA. In particular, these norms aren’t able to explain what
is going wrong with violations of QSHA due to inadequate hypotheses.
So if QSHA is a genuine norm, what is its source? Why should there be
something wrong with these kinds of QSHA-violations?
If we cannot find a plausible account of why there should be a norm
like QSHA, we might rethink whether we should really accept that there is
such a norm, as opposed to explaining away our judgements about such
29
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cases as confused or otherwise aberrant. In the remainder of the paper, I’d
like to propose a partial source for QSHA: norms concerning what contents
one can conceive; norms, in other words, governing what concepts one has
available.
To see what I have in mind, it will be useful to start with an implausibly
strong conceivability norm, to see how such an account might work in
principle. We will then see whether we can find a more limited and plausible
version that can do the work we need it to do.
Suppose that we were governed by the following norm:
S TRONG C ONCEIVABILITY (SC)
Be able to think all contents.
Such a norm would make it easy to see what would be going wrong with
QSHA-violations due to inadequate hypotheses. For the time S2 can’t think
the relevant content about torsion stress, there is some content he is unable
to think, so he violates SC. For the time that Deidre can’t think [Deidre’s
keys are in the door], she violates SC. If doxastic norms can explain what’s
going wrong with the bad rejection and bad question kinds of cases, then
it looks like SC would be sufficient to fill in the rest.24 SC can’t be the
missing ingredient we’re looking for, though, since since it’s too strong
to be plausible, and too strong to be sensitive to what’s going wrong in
QSHA-violations but not in other scenarios.
It doesn’t bother me that there are all sorts of contents which I cannot
grasp. Nor should it. Take a recent issue of a speciality journal in some
academic field I don’t know much about. It will be chock full of expressions
24

An alternative, conceivability-based way we might capture the bad questions cases:
S TRONG N ON -D EFECTIVE C ONCEIVABILITY (SNDC)
Be able to think all and only non-defective contents.

Using this would involve spelling out what it takes for a content to be defective. But one
plausible candidate for defectiveness is having false presuppositions. Then the explanation
for Bea’s violation of QSHA could be traced the question content which she wonders is,
on this view, a defective content, which is one she should not be able to entertain.
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of contents which I am not able to think. But I should feel no worse about
this than about the realization that there are many facts that I will never
know. It would be inappropriate for me to feel here the kind of discomfort
S2 or Deidre have in their QSHA-violating states. SC may be some sort
of cognitive ideal, in the same way that knowing every fact may be some
sort of cognitive ideal, but SC seems not to be a requirement of rationality
for thinkers like us, and so doesn’t explain what’s going on in the QSHAviolations we’re interested in. If we’re going to appeal to a conceivability
norm to partially explain QSHA, we’ll need to look for something more
constrained.
We might worry, though, that to pursue this would be to go down a
garden path, due to a problem with conceivability norms in general. Notice
that SC is a norm that requires agents to have certain abilities. But one
might reasonably worry that ability possession is not the sort of state that
can be directly subject to rational evaluation. It seems odd to say that agents
just should have certain abilities or others. Should I be able to dance the
can-can? One can imagine circumstances that require me to act in various
ways to make it so that I can dance the can-can, but it is hard to believe that
there’s some kind of rational requirement simply for agents to have such an
ability. And this is not just a problem for specific abilities that not all agents
need. Even the very general abilities we might expect all rational agents to
have (be able to adjust one’s representations on the basis of evidence, be
able to act on the basis of one’s preferences) don’t seem like they should be
thought of as rational requirements. If something lacks such abilities, it just
isn’t an agent. Perhaps one should act in ways to maintain these abilities,
but if so, that would seem to come from other sources, not a norm that says
one just must have these abilities.25
25

So would say anyone who agrees with the criticism of constitutivist accounts of
normativity from Enoch (2006) and Enoch (2011). But even constitutivists who resist
Enoch’s criticism generally don’t say that one simply ought to be an agent (or have the
abilities required for being an agent). Instead they say it just is an inescapable fact that
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I think this is an important worry, and I will not be able to fully address
it here. Nevertheless, I think finding a more constrained conceivability
norm can help with this objection, too. Categorical ability norms—ones
that are meant to apply to all rational agents qua rational agents—indeed
seem odd.26 Less odd, though, are hypothetical ability norms. If you’re
a dancer specializing in historical cabaret, you should be able to do the
can-can. If you’re a philosophy professor, you should be able to give
an example of a valid argument. If you’ve made a promise, you should
be able to keep it. It is an interesting question how to understand and
explain such requirements—and there may well be different explanations
for different requirements—but for now I just want to observe that they
seem commonplace enough.
What I propose we look for, then, is a hypothetical conceivability norm
that can avoid the earlier overgeneration worry. But what should be the
‘hypothesis’? Given the content of QSHA, and the cases we are trying
to capture, a plausible option to consider is simply that of wondering a
question Q. But this alone is not enough of a constraint. Tacking it on to
SC, we would get:
If you wonder a question Q, be able to think all contents.
Clearly, this will not do, since it overgenerates in basically the same way as
SC—most people wonder something, after all.
We want to link the contents that one is required to conceive to the
question that one wonders. But what should that link be? The natural
suggestion is that the requirement is to be able to conceive some answer(s) to
we are agents and/or one can only make sense of normative questions from an agent’s
standpoint (Korsgaard (2009, p. 2), Velleman (2009, p. 137), Ferrero (2009), Silverstein
(2015)), which they think gives unavoidable normative force to the constitutive norms of
agency. But this need not involve any normative requirement to have the abilities required
for being an agent.
26
This is not to say there can be no such thing, just that one would have to do some
work in defending their possibility.
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the question one wonders. I will call these Question-Answer Conceivability
norms. Here are a few salient possible such norms:
QAC∀
If you wonder Q, be able to think all would-be answers to Q.
QAC>
If you wonder Q, be able to think a true answer to Q.
QAC∃
If you wonder Q, be able to think some would-be answer to Q.
We can do away with QAC∀ and QAC∃ . The latter is too weak. Even after
she has eliminated all the answers she can conceive, Deidre can conceive
various would-be answers to the question she’s wondering. Namely, those
which she has eliminated. So if we are trying to explain what’s going
wrong when Deidre is violating QSHA, QAC∃ will not be sufficient. QAC∀ ,
though, is too strong. At the beginning of her search, Deidre might realize
that there are places she’s never heard of that appear in some would-be
answers to the question she wonders. But since she has no reason to think
they are somewhere she hasn’t heard of, this doesn’t bother her. Exploring
the would-be answers she’s aware of is a fine strategy to start with; no need
to start trying to come up with unconsidered possibilities at this point. So if
we were to propose that if she wonders where her keys are, Deidre must be
able to conceive all would-be answers to the question of where her keys are,
we would be placing a requirement on Deidre that seems not to be there.27
QAC> , however, seems more promising. On the one hand, it avoids the
overgeneration cases faced by SC. The fact that I can’t grasp the contents
27

Note that in certain cases, other norms may require us to think of all—or at least all
relevant or reasonable—would-be answers. If we are making an eliminative or contrastive
inference, such as an inference to the best explanation or to the ‘only game in town’, we
better have reason to think we aren’t overlooking better answers. See Harman (1965,
p. 89), Earman (1992, Ch. 7) and Stanford (2006). One general way to do this is to coarsen
the question so as to include a catchall hypothesis, but then one is left with the task of
determining how likely the catchall is.
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expressed in some specialty journal of a field I am unfamiliar with isn’t a
problem as far as QAC> is concerned. Nor is it too weak to account for
what’s going wrong in the case of Deidre and S2. Both of them, at the
time they are violating QSHA through inadequate hypotheses, are indeed
unable to think the true answers to the questions they wonder, and so
violate QAC> .
It may seem that it’s still too strong a requirement for our purposes,
however, since Deidre and S2 also already violate QAC> before they’ve
begun to violate QSHA. At the beginning of their investigations, Deidre
and S2 are already violating QAC> , but at that point QSHA is unviolated,
and they should not yet feel that anything is going wrong. It would be
strange for them to feel pressure to come up with new thoughts at that
point.
The solution here, I think, is not to give up QAC> , but instead say how
exactly it gives rise to QSHA. It’s plausible that there is a way of deriving
evidence-relative norms from other norms.28 Here is a straightforward way
of doing this that will suffice for our purposes: when there is a norm N that
requires one not φ, there is a norm N’ that requires one not to ψ, if one’s
evidence entails that ψ-ing would be a case of φ-ing.29 Once they reject all
the answers they can think of, violating QSHA, Deidre and S2 have enough
evidence to believe they are violating QAC> . This is what we’d expect if
QSHA were an evidence-relative derivative of QAC> .
28

See note 9 above. How to relate more objective normative statuses to more subjective
ones (and to one’s evidence about such statuses) is a much disputed issue in epistemology,
ethics, and metaethics. For a variety of recent perspectives, see, e.g., Parfit (2011, Part 1),
Broome (2013), Gibbons (2013), Zimmerman (2014), Wedgwood (2017), Smith (2018), Lord
(2018), Sepielli (2018), Mason (2019), Weatherson (2019), Srinivasan (forthcoming), and
Johnson King (ms). Many philosophers will take issue with particular way of deriving
evidence-relative norms that I suggest here, but still could accept the idea of basing QSHA
on QAC> , recast in terms more to their liking.
29
Ultimately, we’ll likely want some more subtle way to derive evidence-relative norms,
due to miners cases. For discussion see, among many others, Kolodny and MacFarlane
(2010), Parfit (2011, p. 159), Carr (2015), and Muñoz and Spencer (forthcoming).
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Interestingly, this doesn’t just work for QSHA-violations due to inadequate hypotheses, but also those due to bad questions. In wondering
her bad question, Bea violates QAC> , since there’s no true answer to the
question for her to be able to think. More generally, bad questions do not
have true answers, so nobody can conceive their true answers. And once
one has rejected all the answers one can think of, as Bea does when she
comes to violate QSHA, one has enough evidence to believe one is violating
QAC> .30
Cases of bad rejection, though, do not need to involve violations of
QAC> , nor must they give one enough evidence to believe one has violated
QAC> . We can suppose that Al has often lost his keys, but whenever he
finds himself stuck, he always finds his keys in one of the places he had
already ruled out. QAC> alone, then, does not suffice to explain QSHA.
We’ve already seen in §1.1, though, how we can fill in the gap. We can
appeal to the Negative Truth Norm for belief, again with a way of deriving
evidence-relative norms. QSHA, in my view, is the result of QAC> together
with a Negative Truth Norm, and a way of deriving evidence-relative norms
from other norms.31
Truth norms, of course, have been much discussed. As have derivations
of evidence-relative norms from more basic norms. What’s new about
QSHA, then, can be traced to a question-answer conceivability norm,
QAC> . Why there should be such a norm is a topic that deserves further
30

This is not quite right, for a reason I address in in footnote 31.
Sometimes you might violate QSHA without having enough evidence to think you’ve
violated QAC> or enough evidence to think you’ve violated the Negative Truth Norm, but
only that you’ve violated at least one of them. To account for this, we either need a way of
conjoining norms, or a way of deriving evidence-relative norms from sets of norms, rather
than single norms. On the former approach, we’d first get a norm that says not to violate
QAC> or the Negative Truth Norm, then we could derive QSHA as an evidence-relative
norm based on that conjoined norm. On the latter approach, we say that when there are
norms N, N’, . . . , there is a norm that requires one not to φ if one has enough evidence to
think that φ-ing would violate any of N, N’, . . . . Being in state of QSHA-violation, one has
evidence enough to think that one is violating either the Negative Truth Norm or QAC> .
31
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investigation. QAC> is not, for the reasons given in §3, simply a special
case of a more general instrumental norm. So where does it come from? I’d
like to conclude with a speculative suggestion.
There is a well-known dilemma, confronted in many kinds of situations,
between exploring one’s environment and exploiting the information one
already has.32 Agents typically find themselves with some information, but
not all the information there is, and have the option of trying to acquire
more information or instead deciding on the basis of the information they
already have. Suppose, for example, that I want to decide which restaurant
to go to. I already have some information about what my options and their
relative merits are, but of course do not have full information. I am thus
faced with a further decision: attempt to acquire more information or just
pick the option that looks best given my current information. Exploring
has a potential benefit: I might find a new place that’s better than all the
others, or find out a change of management has brought down the quality
at the place I would have otherwise picked, and so on. But this exploration
comes with a cost—taking effort, time, and increasing the risk of arriving
too late to get a table. Agents would do well to be sensitive to these kinds
of costs and benefits, so that they explore enough, but not too much.
Here is my suggestion. The explore-exploit dilemma doesn’t just arise
for information, but also for concepts. One finds oneself with certain
concepts available: able to think certain thoughts, but not all the thoughts
it’s possible to think. Just as one can realize one doesn’t have all the
relevant information (and that one might have some relevant mistaken
beliefs), one can realize that one doesn’t have all the relevant concepts
(and that one might have some relevant defective concepts). But we have
limited time and cognitive capacities, so there are costs to improving our
32

Going back to Thompson (1933), this has been explored in statistics (Berry and Fristedt
1985), control theory (Powell 2011, Ch. 12), machine learning (R. S. Sutton and Barto 2018,
Ch. 2), biology (Stephens and Krebs 1986, Ch. 4), cognitive neuroscience (Cohen, McClure,
and Yu 2007), and economics (Stigler 1961), among other fields.
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conceptual repertoires. So we are faced with a dilemma: when shall we
exploit the conceptual resources for use in thought and action, and when
shall we ‘explore’ conceptual space and develop our conceptual resources? I
think a question-answer conceivability norm like QAC> —and, derivatively,
QSHA—may be driven by this dilemma. Not being able to conceive the true
answer to a question one wonders signals a relevant problem with one’s
abilities to conceive, and so gives one some reason to do some conceptual
exploration.
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